
I Didn’t Do It, But… 

So, let’s dive into some examples of all those times you might say, “I’m not the one who committed the sin, 
but…” 

Example 1: being accessory by provocation. Think back to what it was like being a kid. Being good was 
hard enough, but having to deal with goody goodies made it even 
harder. Imagine that there was a kid in your class that refused to 
use bad language. For some reason, sin loves company, so you 
and friends make fun of him for it until eventually he’s swearing 
like a sailor. If the teacher reprimands you when the formerly clean 
mouthed Billy let’s a few choice words fly, you might retort, “Well 
I wasn’t the one who swore.” But you know that you had a role in 
it. You helped him fall into sin by provoking him to do it.  

Example 2: being accessory by praise or flattery. Fast forward a few years to high school and college and I 
think you’ll find this was pretty common. A guy does something with his girlfriend that would make his 
grandmother faint if she knew about it and he’s getting high fives for his behavior all around the locker 
room. Or someone is given high praise on their ability to still walk after a few too many diet Pepsis. Or 
pranks and mischief that do a lot of damage get acclaimed as one of the greatest events in school history. 
In all these cases, you might not have been the one to make grandma faint, or drink the diet Pepsis, or turn 
the school hall into a slip and slide, but in praising it, you share responsibility. Praising something that is 
wrong makes you an accessory to it. 

Example 3: by facilitating the evil done. Imagine you’re an arms dealer and the Mafia shows up at your 
door wanting to buy weapons. If you know it’s the Mafia and you know how they intend to use those 
weapons, you can’t later plead that what they do with the weapons is their business. You knowingly had a 
role in facilitating their crimes and share in the responsibility. This is why Catholics have limits on what kinds 
of causes they can contribute to and what kinds of activities they can participate in. For instance, you might 
only be the caterer for the annual KKK banquet (if there’s such a thing), but by facilitating their activities 
you share in responsibility for their behavior even though you yourself weren’t the one burning crosses. By 
helping someone sin, we share in the sin ourselves.  

Example 4: being accessory by silence. In saying nothing in the face of wrongdoing, we share some 
responsibility. This is one of the most common ways of being accessory and so needs some comment. To 
be continued next week. 
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